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Let R be a prime ring with involution of the first kind, and characteristic / 2, 3.
Let K denote the skew elements of R, and let C denote the extended centroid of
 .R. Assume that RC : C / 1, 4, 16. It is shown that any Lie derivation of K into
 :itself can be extended to an ordinary derivation of K . Counterexamples are
given for the low dimension cases. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a prime ring. An involution ) of R is of the first kind if it is
the identity on the center of R. The skew elements are the subset
 < U 4K s x g R x s yx . We note that K is closed under the Lie product
w xx, y s xy y yx. A Lie deri¨ ation is an additive mapping d which satisfies
w xd w d x w d x  :x, y s x , y q x, y . For W any subset of R, we write W for the
associative subring of R generated by W. Let C be the extended centroid
 .of R and RC the central closure. If RC : C is finite, then it must be a
 w x.perfect square see Wedderburn's Theorem 5, Theorem 2.1.6 . In this
paper we prove:
THEOREM 1.1. Let R be a prime ring with in¨olution of the first kind, and
characteristic / 2, 3. Let K denote the skew elements of R, and let C denote
 .the extended centroid of R. Assume that RC : C / 1, 4, 16. Then any Lie
 :deri¨ ation of K into itself can be extended to an ordinary deri¨ ation of K .
The following corollary addresses the special case when R is simple.
COROLLARY 1.2. If in Theorem 1.1, R is simple, then d can be extended
to an ordinary deri¨ ation on R.
U This article is based on a part of the author's dissertation, written at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, under the direction of Professor Wallace S. Martindale III.
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The proof of the corollary is a direct consequence of the following
remark.
 w x.Remark 1.3 See 6, proofs of Theorems 2.2, 2.13, 1.6 . Under the
 : w x:  : assumptions of Theorem 1.1, each of K , K, K , and S S is the set
.of symmetric elements of R contains a nonzero ideal of R.
Though considerable effort has been quite successfully applied to prob-
w x .lems concerning Lie isomorphisms 4, 12, 15, 14, 7, 20, 18 for example ,
not as much attention has been paid to Lie derivations of rings. Martindale
w x w x13 looked at primitive rings; Jacobs 8 , in his dissertation, proved a result
w xsimilar to Theorem 1.1 for simple rings; Killam 11 considered prime rings
with certain idempotents. Our result here was inspired primarily by recent
w xsuccesses by Beidar, et al. 2 in the study of Lie isomorphisms. They prove:
THEOREM 1.4. Let R and RX be prime rings with in¨olutions of the first
kind and of characteristic / 2, 3. Let K and K X denote, respecti¨ ely, the skew
elements of R and RX, and let C and CX denote the extended centroids of R and
X  .R , respecti¨ ely. Assume that RC : C / 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 64. Then any Lie
isomorphism of K onto K X can be extended uniquely to an associati¨ e
 :  X:isomorphism of K onto K .
Ideally, the standard process of replacing derivations with isomorphisms
through use of the mapping
x x df : x ª , /0 x
would allow us to take advantage of Theorem 1.4; however, it does not
help in this situation. Though f is a Lie isomorphism when d is a Lie
X  .derivation, there is no guarantee that K s f K is the set of skew
elements of any prime ring RX. Though this direct approach does not work,
the similarities between isomorphisms and derivations make it possible to
adapt several methods from the Lie isomorphism work to the proof of our
w xmain result. In particular, the use of trilinear mappings in 2 and the
w xconstruction in Section 7 of 18 have parallels in Sections 2.2 and 3.2,
respectively. The resulting proof, though not short, is complete and self-
contained. We suspect that a proof of the same theorem for involutions of
the second kind will not be as difficult and should depend on results on Lie
derivations of the whole ring.
As a first simplification to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we show that,
without loss of generality, R may be assumed to be centrally closed. We
will need the following remark which holds under the assumptions of
Theorem 1.1.
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 w x.Remark 1.5 See 19, Corollary 5.12; 1, Theorem, p. 946 . K is a prime
 .Lie ring and its extended centroid C K is equal to the extended centroid
C of R.
Let A s RC and note that A is a closed prime ring with involution of
 .the first kind an extension of the involution on R . The skew elements of
A are just KC; we claim that d can be extended to a Lie derivation on KC.
 .Indeed, let C K be the extended centroid of the prime Lie ring K and let
 .l g C K . Then l s f , U where U is a Lie ideal of K and f g .
 . w x. w  . xHom U, K such that f u, k s f u , k for all u g U and k g K.F
X X . w xWe define a mapping l ¬ l on C K by f , U ¬ f , U, U where .  .
X  .  .d  d . Xf w s f w y f w . We leave it to the reader to verify that does
 .  . Xindeed define a derivation on C K . By Remark 1.5, C s C K so is a
derivation on C.
d d .We extend d to a Lie derivation of d of KC by k l s k l qi i i i
k lX . This is well defined; indeed, suppose k l s 0. Let U be a Liei i i i
  .ideal of K such that l U : K for all i note that here l u s f u fori i i
. w x w xl s f , W . Let V s U, U . For each ¨ g V we have 0 s k l , ¨ s .i i i i i
 . w x k l ¨ y ¨  k l s  k l ¨ y l ¨ k s  k , l ¨ and 0 si i i i i i i i i i
w xd w xd w d x w  .d x. w d xk l , ¨ s  k , l ¨ s  k , l ¨ q k , l ¨ s  k l , ¨ qi i i i i i i i i i
w X d x. w d x w X x w d x. w  d X .k , l ¨ q l ¨ s  k l , ¨ q k l , ¨ q k l , ¨ s  k l q k l ,i i i i i i i i i i i i i
x  d X .¨ . Thus  k l q k l s 0 since K is a prime Lie ring and V is a Liei i i i
ideal. Suppose that the Lie derivation d on KC can be extended to a
 :derivation on KC . Then by restriction, d can be extended to a derivation
 :on K . Thus we may assume that A s R is closed prime over C.
We include at this point several remarks which will be useful later.
 w x.  :Remark 1.6 See 6, proof of Theorem 2.3 . K s K [ K ( K, where
K ( K is the additive C-span of elements of the form xy q yx, x, y g K, or,
equivalently, of all squares x 2, x g K.
 .DEFINITION 1.7. A subset W of A is said to satisfy a GPI or is GPI
 .over C if there exists a nonzero generalized polynomial f x , x , . . . , x1 2 m
 :  .in the free product A x , x , . . . such that f w , w , . . . , w s 0 for allC 1 2 1 2 m
w g W.i
 w x.Remark 1.8 Follows from 17, Theorem 4.9 . K is GPI over C if and
only if A is GPI over C.
 w x.Remark 1.9 A special case of 2, Lemma 1 . Suppose A is not GPI,
  .  : < 4and X is an indeterminate. Let f X g A X j s 1, 2, . . . , n be aj C
given set of C-independent generalized monomials. Then there exists
  . < 4x g K such that f x j s 1, 2, . . . , n is a C-independent subset of A.j
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 w x.Remark 1.10 See 16, Theorem 3 . A is GPI if and only if A has a
 .minimal right ideal eA e an idempotent and eAe is finite dimensional
over C.
 w x.Remark 1.11 See 18, Theorem 2.6 . Let A be a closed prime algebra
with involution over C, with nonzero socle, and which acts densely on a
 .vector space V over C. If V : C G 2n, then A contains n orthogonal
symmetric idempotents of rank 2.
 w x.  .Remark 1.12 See 19, Theorems 5.9 and 5.6 . Let A : C ) 16. If U is
 :a nonzero Lie ideal of K, then U contains a nonzero ideal of A.
 w x.  .  .Remark 1.13 See 18, Theorem 1.2 . If 4 F A : C - ` and K : C )
w x  :1, then K, K s K and K s A.
Remark 1.14. Since A is prime and ) is of the first kind, an element of
K which commutes with a nonzero ideal of A must be zero.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be divided into three cases. Each of the
sections that follows gives a partial proof of Theorem 1.1, with the
assumptions, respectively,
 .1 A does not satisfy a GPI over C;
 .  .2 A : C G 36 and A does satisfy a GPI over C;
 .  .3 A : C - 36.
These partial results, along with the counterexamples given in the last
section, complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2. WHEN A IS NOT GPI
In this section we prove
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a closed prime ring with in¨olution of the first
kind, and characteristic / 2, 3. Assume that A does not satisfy a GPI o¨er C.
Then any Lie deri¨ ation of K into itself can be extended to an ordinary
 :deri¨ ation of K .
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be accomplished in several steps. We will
first describe a sufficient condition for extending the Lie derivation to a
regular derivation. Then we will show that any Lie derivation satisfying the
conditions of Theorem 2.1 satisfies this condition.
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2.1. A Sufficient Condition for d to Be Extended
LEMMA 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, d can be extended to
 :  :  3.d d 2 dan ordinary deri¨ ation m : K ª K if and only if x s x x q xx x q
x 2 x d for all x g K.
Note: this lemma is still true if the GPI condition is replaced with
 . .A : C G 36.
Proof. Clearly, if m is a derivation which extends d then
md3 3 m 2 m 2 m d 2 d 2 dx s x s x x q xx x q x x s x x q xx x q x x . .  .
Conversely, assume that for each x g K
d3 d 2 d 2 dx s x x q xx x q x x . 1 .  .
 .By replacing x in 1 successively with x q y, and x y y, and adding, we
get
d2 22 xy q yxy q y x .
s 2 x d y2 q xyd y q xyyd q y d xy q yx d y q yxyd q y d yx
qyy d x q y2 x d . 2 ..
On the other hand
d d2 2 w xxy y 2 yxy q y x s x , y , y .
s x d y2 q xyd y q xyyd q y d yx q yy d x q y2 x d
y 2 y d xy y 2 yx d y y 2 yxyd . 3 .
 .  .Adding Eqs. 2 and 3 and dividing by 3 we get
d2 2 d 2 d d d d 2 dxy q y x s x y q xy y q xyy q y yx q yy x q y x 4 . .
for all x, y g K.
 :By Remark 1.6, K s K [ K ( K and K ( K is spanned additively by
2  :  : 2 d  dthe x , x g K. Define a map m : K ª K by x [  y ¬ x [  y yi i i
d . 2q y y . To show that m is well defined, it suffices to show that  y s 0i i i
 d d . 2  d d .implies  y y q y y s 0. Assume  y s 0 and let s s  y y q y y .i i i i i i i i i
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 2 2 .  .Then for each x g K, 0 s  xy q y x and by Eq. 4i i
d2 20 s xy q y x . i i
s x d y2 q xyd y q xy y d q y d y x q y y d x q y2 x d . i i i i i i i i i i
s x d y2 q x y d y q y y d q y d y q y y d x q y2 x d .  .   i i i i i i i i i i
s xs q sx .
w x w x Thus s anti-commutes with K. For any k, l g K, s k, l s y k, l s s ykl
. w x w xq lk s s ksl y lsk s yskl q slk s ys k, l . So s K, K s 0 and, using
Remark 1.3, s s 0; thus m is well defined. It is left to show that m is a
 :derivation on K .
 .2 2 2 w x4Using the identity 2 xy s x q y y x y y q x, y for all x, y g K
m d d1 d d dxy s x q y x q y q x q y x q y y x x y xx y y y .  .  .  .  .2
dd w xyyy q x , y 4
1 d d d ds 2 x y q 2 xy s x y q xy . 5 4  .2
2  w x 2 4  .  .Using the identity 2 x y s x( x, y q x ( y and Eqs. 4 and 5 , for all
x, y g K
m mm m12 2 2w x w xx y s x x , y q x , y x q x y q yx .  . .  . 42
d d1 d d d dw x w x w x w xs x x , y q x x , y q x , y x q x , y x q x xy q xx y2
qx 2 y d q y d x 2 q yx d x q yxx d 4
s x d xy q xx d y q x 2 y d . 6 .
2  :  .  .For u s x q  y g K and y g K, by 5 and 6i
mm 2uy s xy q y y .  . i
s x d y q xyd q y d y y q y y d y q y2 y d . i i i i i
d d d 2 ds x q y y q y y y q x q y y .  . i i i i i
s u m y q uyd . 7 .
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 : 2  :  .Finally, for u g K , ¨ s z q w g K , using 7i
mm m 2u¨ s uz q uw .  .  . i
mm d ds u z q uz q uw w q uw w .  . i i i i
s u mz q uz d q u mw2 q uwd w q uw wd . i i i i i
m 2 d d ds u z q w q u z q w w q w w . . i i i i i
s u m¨ q u¨ m.
 :Thus m is a derivation on K .
2.2. The Trilinear Mapping B
 3.d d 2 dIn light of Lemma 2.2, our goal is to show that x s x x q xx x q
x 2 x d for all x g K. Recall that d induces a derivation X on C such that
 .d d X w xxc s x c q xc for x g K and c g C. Motivated by 2, 3 , we define a
mapping B : K = K = K ª K by
B x , y , z .
d1 1 d d ds xyz q xzy q yxz q yzx q zxy q zyx y x yz q xy z q xyz . 6 6
qx dzy q xz d y q xzyd q y d xz q yx dz q yxz d q y dzx q yz d x q yzx d
qz d xy q zx d y q zxyd q z d yx q zyd x q zyx d ..
B is additive in each component and invariant under any permutation of
x, y, z. Let c g C. Then
6B cx , y , z .
d d d d ds c xyz q ??? qzyx y cx yz q cx zy q y cx z q yz cx .  .  .  .  .
d d d dqz cx y q zy cx q c xy z q ??? qzy x .  .  .
dX Xs c xyz q ??? qzyx q c xyz q ??? qzyx y c xyz q ??? qzyx .  .  .
y c x d yz q ??? qzyx d .
s 6cB x , y , z .
and B is C-linear in the first entry and hence, all three. We call any
mapping with these properties trilinear.
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 .  .  3.d  d 2 dDefine the trace of B by T x s B x, x, x s x y x x q xx x q
2 d .x x and note that B has commuting trace. That is,
T x , x .
d d3 d 3 d 2 2 d 3 d 2 2 d 3 ds x x y x x y xx x y x x x y x x q xx x q x x x q x x .  .
d d3 3 d 3w x w xs x , x q x , x s x , x s 0. .
w xThe following important result of Beidar et al. 2, Theorem 4 applies
to B.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose A is a non-GPI closed prime ring with in¨olution
of the first kind, and char A / 2, 3. Let B : K = K = K ª K be a trilinear
mapping with commuting trace. Then there exist a l g C and a bilinear
 . mapping m : K = K ª C such that 6B x, y, z s l xyz q xzy q yxz q
.  .  .  .yzx q zxy q zyx q m y, z x q m x, z y q m x, y z for all x, y g K.
By Theorem 2.3 there exist a l g C and a bilinear mapping
m : K = K ª C such that, for all x, y, z g K
d d d6B x , y , z s xyz q ??? qzyx y x yz q ??? qzyx .  .  .
s l xyz q ??? qzyx q m y , z x q m x , z y q m x , y z . .  .  .  .
8 .
Suppose that l s 0 and m is identically 0. Thus B is identically 0 and
 .  3.d d 2hence T x s 0 for each x g K. This last is just saying that x s x x
q xx d x q x 2 x d for all x g K. Then by Lemma 2.2, d can be extended to a
 :derivation on K , completing the proof of Theorem 2.1.
 .We proceed to show that in fact l s 0 and m is identically 0 in 8 .
LEMMA 2.4. For all x, y g K,
l 1d d d d 2 2xyx s x yx q xy x q xyx q x y q xyx q yx q m x , y x .  . .
3 3
1
q m x , x y. .
6
 .Proof. Setting z s x in 8 , rearranging terms, and dividing by 2 yields
d2 2x y q xyx q yx .
s x d xy q xx d y q x 2 y d q x d yx q xyd x q xyx d q y d x 2 q yx d x q yxx d
q l x 2 y q xyx q yx 2 q m x , y x . .
1
q m x , x y. 9 .  .
2
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 . 2 2 ww x x  .Using the identity 3 xyx s x y q xyx q yx y y, x , x and 9
dxyx .
1
d d 2 d d d d d 2 d ds x xyqxx yqx y qx yxqxy xqxyx qy x q yx x q yxx
3
1
2 2 d 2 dql x yqxyxqyx qm x , y xq m x , x y y y x q2 xy x .  . .
2
2 d d d d d d d d dyx y y yx xqxyx qx yx y xx y y yxx qxyx qx yx y x xy
l 1
d d d 2 2s x yx q xy x q xyx q x y q xyx q yx q m x , y x . .
3 3
1
q m x , x y. .
6
 .LEMMA 2.5. In 8 , l s 0.
Proof. Replacing y with x in Lemma 2.4 yields
1d3 d 2 d 2 d 3x s x x q xx x q x x q l x q m x , x x . 10 .  .  .
2
3  .Replacing x with x in Lemma 2.4 and using 10 yields
d3 3x yx .
1
d 2 d 2 d 3 3 3 d 3s x x q xx x q x x q l x q m x , x x yx q x y x .
2
1
3 d 2 d 2 d 3q x y x x q xx x q x x q l x q m x , x x .
2
l
6 3 3 6q x y q x yx q yx .
3
1 1
3 3 3 3q m x , y x q m x , x y . .
3 6
s x d x 2 yx 3 q xx d xyx3 q x 2 x d yx 3 q x 3 y d x 3 q x 3 yx d x 2 q x 3 yxx d x
l 7l l 1
3 2 d 6 3 3 6 3q x yx x q x y q x yx q yx q m x , x xyx .
3 3 3 2
1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3q m x , x x yx q m x , y x q m x , x y. 11 .  .  . .
2 3 6
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Replacing y with xyx in Lemma 2.4 yields
d2 2x yx .
l
d 2 d d d 2 2s x xyx q x x yx q xy x q xyx q x y q xyx q yx .
3
1 1
2 dq m x , y x q m x , x y x q x yxx .  .
3 6
l 1 1
3 2 2 3q x yx q x yx q xyx q m x , xyx x q m x , x xyx .  . .
3 3 6
2l
d 2 d 2 2 d 2 2 d 2 d 3 2 2s x xyx q xx yx q x y x q x yx x q x yxx q x yx q x yx
3
1 1 1
3 3qxyx q m x , y x q m x , x xyx q m x , xyx x . 12 .  .  .  ..
3 3 3
2 2  .Finally, replacing y with x yx in Lemma 2.4 and using 12 yields
d3 3x yx .
d 2 3 d 2 d 2 2 d 2 2 d 2 ds x x yx q x x xyx q xx yx q x y x q x yx x q x yxx
2l 1
3 2 2 3 3q x yx q x yx q xyx q m x , y x . .
3 3
1 1
3 2 dq m x , x xyx q m x , xyx x x q x yx x .  .
3 3
l 1 1
4 2 3 3 2 4 2 2 2 2q x yx q x yx q x yx q m x , x yx x q m x , x x yx . .  .
3 3 2
s x d x 2 yx 3 q xx d xyx 3 q ??? qx 3 yx 2 x d q l x 4 yx 2 q x 3 yx 3 q x 2 yx 4 .
1 1 1
5 2 2 3q m x , y x q m x , x x yx q m x , xyx x .  .  .
3 2 3
1
2 2q m x , x yx x . 13 . .
3
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 .  .Subtracting 13 from 11 yields
l 4l l 1
6 4 2 3 3 2 4 6 50 s x y y l x yx q x yx y l x yx q yx y m x , y x .
3 3 3 3
1 1 1
3 2 2 3q m x , x x yx y m x , x x yx q m x , x xyx .  .  .
2 2 2
1 1 1
3 3 3 3q m x , y y m x , xyx x q m x , x y .  . .
3 3 6
1
2 2y m x , x yx x 14 . .
3
for all x, y g K.
 .Since A is not GPI, then K is also not GPI Remark 1.8 and hence not
PI. Then there exists an x g K which is not algebraic of degree F 6 over
 .C otherwise K would satisfy the symmetric polynomial S . Fix such an x;6
 .then the terms in 14 are C-independent generalized monomials in
 :  .A Y . By Remark 1.9, there exists y g K which makes 14 a linearC
combination of C-independent elements of A. Hence, each coefficient of
 .14 must be zero; in particular l s 0.
The conclusion of Lemma 2.4 can now be rewritten as
1 1d d d dxyx s x yx q xy x q xyx q m x , y x q m x , x y. 15 .  .  .  .
3 6
 .LEMMA 2.6. In 8 , m is identically 0.
 .Proof. Replacing x with xyx in 15 yields
dxyxyxyx .
1 1d d d ds x yx q xy x q xyx q m x , y x q m x , x y yxyx q xyxy xyx .  .3 6
1 1d d dq xyxy x yx q xy x q xyx q m x , y x q m x , x y .  .3 6
1 1q m xyx , y xyx q m xyx , xyx y .  .3 6
2 1d d 2s x yxyxyx q ??? qxyxyxyx q m x , y xyxyx q m x , x y xyx .  .3 6
1 1 12q m x , x xyxy q m xyx , y xyx q m xyx , xyx y. 16 .  .  .  .6 3 6
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 .Replacing x and y with y and xyx, respectively, in 15 yields
dyxyxy .
1 1d d d ds y xyxy q y x yx q xy x q xyx q m x , y x q m x , x y y .  .3 6
1 1dq yxyxy q m y , xyx y q m y , y xyx .  .3 6
1 1d d 3s y xyxy q ??? qyxyxy q m x , y yxy q m x , x y .  .3 6
1 1q m y , y xyx q m y , xyx y. 17 .  .  .6 3
 .  .Finally, replacing y with yxyxy in 15 and using 17 yields
dxyxyxyx .
1d d ds x yxyxyx q x y xyxy q ??? qyxyxy q m x , y yxy .3
1 1 13 dq m x , x y q m y , y xyx q m y , xyx y x q xyxyxyx .  .  .6 6 3
1 1q m x , yxyxy x q m x , x yxyxy .  .3 6
1 1d d 3 2 2s x yxyxyx q ??? qxyxyxyx q m x , x xy x q m y , y x yx .  .6 6
1 1 1q m x , x yxyxy q m x , y xyxyx q m y , xyx xyx .  .  .6 3 3
1q m x , yxyxy x . 18 .  .3
 .  .Subtracting 18 from 16 yields
1 1 1 12 2 30 s m x , y xyxyx q m x , x y xyx q m x , x xyxy y m x , x xy x .  .  .  .3 6 6 6
1 1 12 2y m y , y x yx y m x , x yxyxy y m x , yxyxy x .  .  .6 6 3
1q m xyx , xyx y 19 .  .6
for all x, y g K.
Now, fix an arbitrary x g K. If x is not algebraic of degree F 2 over C,
then by Remark 1.9, each coefficient must be zero. In particular,
 . 2m x,x s 0. If x is algebraic of degree 2 o¨er C, then x s bx q c for some
b, c g C. Since x 2 is symmetric, then b s 0 and we must ha¨e x 2 s c. Then
 .19 becomes
1 1 1
2 20 s m x , y xyxyx q m x , x y xyx q m x , x xyxy .  .  .
3 6 6
1 1 1
3y m x , x xy x y m x , x yxyxy y m x , yxyxy x .  .  .
6 6 3
21 c
q m xyx , xyx y m y , y y. 20 .  .  .
6 6
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 .Again, by Remark 1.9, each coefficient must be zero, yielding m x, x s 0 in
this case also. We note that x f C since the in¨olution is of the first kind.
 .We have shown that m x, x s 0 for all x g K. For x, y arbitrary in K,
1 . w  .  .  .xwe have m x, y s m x q y, x q y y m x, x y m y, y s 0 by the re-2
sult just shown. Thus m is identically 0.
3. WHEN A IS GPI
In this section we prove
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a closed prime ring with in¨olution of the first
kind, and characteristic / 2, 3, which satisfies a GPI o¨er C. Assume
 .A : C G 36. Then any Lie deri¨ ation of K into itself can be extended to an
 :ordinary deri¨ ation of K .
The proof of Theorem 3.1 depends on the existence of symmetric
idempotents in A. The resulting Pierce decomposition allows us to con-
 :struct a derivation on K .
3.1. Symmetric Orthogonal Idempotents in A
By Remark 1.10, A is primitive and acts densely on a vector space V
 .over D the Schur's Lemma division ring where D is finite dimensional
over C. Let F be a maximal separable subfield of D. Then A m F actsC
 .  .densely on V over F. If V : F s n - `, then A m F ( M F andC n
 .  . 2  .A m F : F s A : C s n . Thus V : F G 6. A m F has an involutionC C
of the first kind and the skew elements are just K m F. We claim that theC
Lie derivation d on K extends to a Lie derivation d on K m F. IndeedC
X the induced derivation on C can be extended to a derivation on F see
w xProposition 8.17 in 9 ; ideally, we would pick F to be an algebraic closure
.of C; however, then we do not have unique extensions of derivations .
Xd d .  .Then we define d by k m m s  k m m q k m m . It is easy toi i i i i i
check that this is well defined and a Lie derivation. Now suppose that d
 :can be extended to an ordinary derivation on K m F . Then d canC
 :clearly be extended to an ordinary derivation on K by inclusion. Thus,
without loss of generality, we will assume that A is closed prime over C,
 .and acts densely on a vector space V over C, with V : C G 6. By Remark
1.11, there exist three orthogonal symmetric idempotents in A, each of
rank 2. The sum of these will be a symmetric idempotent, say g, of rank 6,
 .such that gAg ( M C . Since g is symmetric, gAg has the same involution6
as A. The following important theorem is useful here.
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 .THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a ring such that R ( M D for a di¨ ision ringn
D, and ) an in¨olution on R. Then there is an in¨olution ; on D, such that
 .) is one of the following with appropriate choice of matrix units E :i j
 .  . U y1 t1 type s n must be e¨en : A s S A S for
0 1 0 /y1 0
. .S s ;.
0 1 00  /y1 0
 . U y12 type t: A s  b a b E , where A s  a E and b g DÄi, j j i j i ji i, j i j i j k
Äwith b s b .k k
 w x .See Example A, page 311 in 10 for a sketch of the proof. We note
that if D s C, the center of R, then ; is the identity when ) is of the
first kind.
 .Applying this theorem to gAg fixing matrix units E we note thati j
e s E q E and e s E q E are symmetric orthogonal idempotents1 11 22 2 33 44
for either type of involution, are in A by inclusion, and e q e / 1.1 2
Define formally the idempotent e s 1 y e y e i.e., e x q x y e x y3 1 2 3 1
.e x and note that e is symmetric, and orthogonal to both e and e .2 3 1 2
Define the following subsets of A
A s e Ae ;i i i
 .A s e Ae i / j ;i j i j
K s K l Ai i
for i, j s 1, 2, 3, which yield the Pierce decomposition A s [ A [i/ j i j
A . For i / j, we will use x to denote an element of A and x s xUi i j i j ji i j
 .the corresponding element in A and vice versa . We will denote theji
elements of A by x and note that ) is an involution of each A .i i i
 w x.Remark 3.3 See 14, Theorem 2 . Each A is a closed prime C-alge-i
bra.
 < 4We define M s x y x x g A : K for i / j and note that M si j i j ji i j i j i j
M . We will often write m for an element of M .ji i j i j
 :LEMMA 3.4. e g K for i s 1, 2.i i
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, there are two possibilities for the involution on
gAg. Suppose that ) is of type s on gAg. E and E are in K , and hence12 21 1
 :  :e s E E q E E g K . Similarly, e g K . Now, suppose that )1 12 21 21 12 1 2 2
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y1 is of type t on gAg. For i, j s 1, . . . , 6, E y b b E g K. Then E yi j j i ji 12
y1 . y1 .  :b b E E y b b E s E q E s e g K . Similarly, e g2 1 21 21 1 2 12 11 22 1 1 2
 :K .2
The following remarks will helpful. For an outline of their proofs see
w x18, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 .
w x w x w xRemark 3.5. M s K , M , M s K , M , and M s K , M13 1 13 23 2 23 12 1 12
w x ww x xs M , K s K , M , K .12 2 1 12 2
Remark 3.6. For i, j, k distinct, the Lie subring U of K generated by
 :M j M is a Lie ideal of K and hence, by Remark 1.12, U contains ai j i k
nonzero ideal of A.
The Pierce decomposition K s [K [  M implies that for eachi i/ j i j
k g K, k d s k q k q k q m q m q m for some k g K and m1 2 3 12 13 23 i i i j
g M s M . More specifically,i j ji
LEMMA 3.7. For each k g K , k d s l q m q m for some l g K ,i i i i i j i k i i
m g M , and m g M , with i, j, k distinct.i j i j i k ik
 :Proof. Suppose ) is of type s on gAg. It is easily seen that K s Ai i
 :for i s 1, 2. If e has rank 2, then K s A similarly. If e has rank 3,3 3 3 3
 .  :then K : C ) 1 and by Remark 1.13, K s A . If e has rank greater3 3 3 3
 :than 3, then by Remark 1.12, K contains a nonzero ideal of A . For3 3
i / j, let k g K and k g K and writei i j j
k d s x q x q x q m q m q m ,i 1 2 3 12 13 23
k d s y q y q y q n q n q n .j 1 2 3 12 13 23
Then
d d d d d0 s k , k s k k q k k y k k y k k . 21 .i j i j i j j i j i
 .The A component of 21 is 0 s x k y k x . Thus x commutes withj j j j j j
 :K , and hence with A or a nonzero ideal of A . By Remark 1.14,j j j
 .  .x s 0. The A component i, j, k distinct of 21 is 0 s yk m . Thusj jk j jk
m annihilates A or a nonzero ideal of A , and must be zero. Puttingjk j j
these together we see that k d s x q m q m for i s 1, 2, 3 and j / k.i i i j i k
Now suppose ) is of type t on gAg. Note that
y1K s b E y b b E b g C , 4 .1 12 2 1 21
y1K s b E y b b E b g C . 4 .2 34 4 3 43
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Let
k d s x q x q x q l q l q l ,1 1 2 3 12 13 23
k d s y q y q y q m q m q m ,2 1 2 3 12 13 23
k d s z q z q z q n q n q n .3 1 2 3 12 13 23
Then
d d d d dw x0 s k , k s k k q k k y k k y k k . 22 .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
 .The A component of 22 is 0 s k m . By Lemma 3.4, e m s 0 and13 1 13 1 13
 .hence m s 0. Looking at the A component of 22 yields l s 0.13 23 23
w xdSimilarly, the A component of k , k gives us that n s 0. The A12 1 3 12 12
w y1 xd  y1 . component of 0 s k , E y b b E is z E y b b E y E y3 13 3 1 31 1 13 3 1 31 13
y1 .  y1 . b b E z s 0. Letting z s a E y b b E and z s b E y3 1 31 2 1 12 2 1 21 2 34
y1 . y1b b E for a, b g C by the comment above, we get 0 s yab b E y4 3 43 2 1 23
bE and a s b s 0. Thus z s z s 0. Similarly, using the A compo-14 1 2 13
w y1 xd wnent of 0 s k , E y b b E and the A component of 0 s k ,2 15 5 1 51 23 1
y1 xdE y b b E , we get y s 0 s gy g and x s 0 s gx g. If the rank of35 5 3 53 1 3 2 3
e s 2, then x s gx g s 0 s gy g s y . If the rank of e is greater than3 3 3 3 3 3
 :2, then by Remarks 1.12 and 1.13, K s A or contains a nonzero ideal3 3
w xdof A . The A component of 0 s k , k is 0 s x k y k x and by3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3
w xdRemark 1.14, x s 0. Similarly, the A component of 0 s k , k yields3 2 2 3
y s 0. Thus k d s x q m q m in this case also.3 i i i j i k
3.2. The Construction
We proceed to the construction of a derivation, defined on a subring of
 :A containing K , which extends the Lie derivation d . This sequence
of lemmas and definitions was inspired by the construction in Section 7 of
w x14 .
LEMMA 3.8. For all k g K , k g K with i / j, k dk q k k d s 0.i i j j i j i j
Proof. As given in Lemma 3.7, k d s x q m q m and k d s y qi i i j i k j j
d d d d wn q n for i, j, k distinct. k k q k k s k k q k k since 0 s k ,ji jk i j i j j i j i i
xd d d  . d d .k . k k q k k s m k q k n so e q e k k q k k s 0. On thej i j i j i j j i ji j k i j i j
d d  d d .other hand, k k q k k s n k q k m so e k k q k k s 0. Thusj i j i ji i j i j i j i j i
d d  . d d .k k q k k s e q e q e k k q k k s 0.i j i j i j k i j i j
LEMMA 3.9. For i, j, k distinct, and for all k g K and m g M ,i i jk jk
k dm q k md s 0 s m k d q md k .i jk i jk jk i jk i
Proof. Since M s M , we may assume j / 3. Then, by Remark 3.5,jk k j
w x d w x w xdM s K , M so we need only show that k k , m q k k , m s 0jk j jk i j jk i j jk
w xd dfor all k g K , k g K , and m g M . Since 0 s k , m s k m qi i j j jk jk i jk i jk
k md y m k d y md k , then k md k q k dm k s m k dk q md k k si jk jk i jk i i jk j i jk j jk i j jk i j
d d  d d .m k k q m k k s m k k q k k s 0 by Lemma 3.8. Using thisjk i j jk i j jk i j i j
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d w x w xd  d d .and Lemma 3.8 again, k k , m q k k , m s k k q k k m yi j jk i j jk i j i j jk
k md k y k dm k s 0. Similarly for m k d q md k s 0.i jk j i jk j jk i jk i
LEMMA 3.10. For all i / j, and for all k , l , . . . , q g K , k g K , andi i i i j j
m g M ,i j i j
k d l ??? q m k q k l d ??? q m k q ??? qk l ??? qdm k q k l ??? q md ki i i i j j i i i i j j i i i i j j i i i i j j
dndq k l ??? q m k s k l ??? q m q y1 m q ??? l k k . /i i i i j j i i i i j i j i i i j
n dq k l ??? q m q y1 m q ??? l k k , . /i i i i j i j i i i j
23 .
where n is the length of the string k l ??? q .i i i
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n s 1, making use of Lemma
3.8
k dm k q k md k q k m k di i j j i i j j i i j j
s k dm k q k md k q k m k d y md k k y m k dk q k k d .i i j j i i j j i i j j i j i j i j i j i j
d ds k , m k q k , m ki i j j i i j j
d ds k m q m k k q k m q m k k . 24 . .  .i i j i j i j i i j i j i j
 .Now, assume 23 holds for all positive integers less than n. We note first
 .ny1that l ??? q m q y1 m q ??? l s n g M where the length ofi i i j i j i i i j i j
 .l ??? q is n y 1. The left-hand side of 23 can be written asi i
k d l ??? q m k q k l d ??? q m k q ??? ql ??? q m k d .  4i i i i j j i i i i j j i i i j j
dny1ds k l ??? q m k q k l ??? q m q y1 m q ??? l k . /i i i i j j i i i i j i j i i j
ny1 dq l ??? q m q y1 m q ??? l k . / 5i i i j i j i i j
s k dn k q k nd k q k n k di i j j i i j j i i j j
d ds k n y n k k q k n y n k k .  .i i j i j i j i i j i j i j
dns k l ??? q m q y1 m q ??? l k k . /i i i i j i j i i i j
n dq k l ??? q m q y1 m q ??? l k k . /i i i i j i j i i i j
 .using 24 , which completes the proof.
 :We define an additive mapping m :  K ª A byi
m d d dk l ??? q s k l ??? q q k l ??? q q ??? qk l ??? q , 25 .  .i i i i i i i i i i i i
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where k , l , . . . , q g K for i s 1, 2, or 3. The following lemma guaranteesi i i i
that m is well defined. Then, by Lemma 3.8, m will be a derivation.
LEMMA 3.11. For i fixed, if k l ??? q s 0 for k , l , . . . , q g K thei i i i i i i
.  . mterms in the sum may be of ¨arying lengths , then  k l ??? q s 0.i i i
 . mProof. Let 0 s B s k l ??? q and b s  k l ??? q as defined byi i i i i i
 .  .25 . Let P s M j M j / 3, i, j, k distinct . By Remark 3.6, if bP s 0i j k j
then b s 0. We need only show that for each m g M and eachi j i j
m g M , bm s bm s 0. Using Lemma 3.9, bm s bm q Bmd sk j k j i j k j k j k j k j
 .w d d x k l ??? q m q q m s 0. Thus, bM s 0.i i i jk i jk k j
w x w xBy Remark 3.5, M s M , K , so we need only show that b m , k s 0i j i j j i j j
U  .nfor all m g M and all k g K . Note that B s  y1 q ??? l k s 0.i j i j j j i i i
d d Then, using Lemma 3.10 bm k s bm k q Bm k q Bm k s Bm qi j j i j j i j j i j j i j
U .d  U . dm B k q Bm q m B k s 0. On the other hand, using Lemma 3.8i j j i j i j j
d  . d d . w xbk s bk q Bk s  k l ??? q k q q k s 0. Thus b m , k s bm kj j j i i i j i j i j j i j j
y bk m s 0 and bM s 0. Thus bP s 0 and the proof is complete.j i j i j
 : mSince e g K for i s 1, 2, e is defined for i s 1, 2. Formally settingi i i
e m s ye m y e m, the following remark is straightforward.3 1 2
Remark 3.12. For each k g K , i, j s 1, 2, 3, e k d q e mk s k e m qj j i j i j j i
d  .d  .d  . m m mk e s e k s k e . Moreover e e s e e q e e for i, j s 1, 2, 3.j i i j j i i j i j i j
In what follows we will make extensive use of this remark without
reference.
We define an additive map r : [  A ª A byi/ j i j
dr m mx s e x y x e q e x y x e q e x y x e . .  .  .i j i i j ji j i i j ji j i i j ji j
The next lemma shows that m r s md for all m g M .i j i j i j i j
LEMMA 3.13. For i / j and all m g M , md s e mm e q e md e qi j i j i j i i j j i i j j
e m e m q edm e q e md e q e m e m.i i j j j i j i j i j i j i j i
Proof. Since M s M , there are three cases to consider. First, assumei j ji
ww x xi s 1, j s 2. By Remark 3.5, M s K , M , K , so it is sufficient to12 1 12 2
ww x xshow that for each a s k , m , k where k g K , m g M ,1 12 2 l l 12 12
ad s e mae q e ade q e ae m q e mae q e ade q e ae m. 26 .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
We note that
a s k m k q k m k 27 .1 12 2 2 12 1
and, using Lemma 3.8
ad s k dm k q k m k d q k md k q k md k q k m k d q k dm k .1 12 2 2 12 1 1 12 2 2 12 1 1 12 2 2 12 1
28 .
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 .  .  .Substituting 27 and 28 in 26
e mae q e ade q e ae m q e mae q e ade q e ae m1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
s e mk q e k d m k e q e k md k e q e k m k de q k e m .  .1 1 1 1 12 2 2 1 1 12 2 2 1 1 12 2 2 2 2
q e mk q e k d m k e q e k m k de q k e m .  .2 2 2 2 12 1 1 2 2 12 1 1 1 1
q e k md k e2 2 12 1 1
s ad .
Now assume i s 1, j s 3. We claim that for all k , l g K , and m g1 1 1 13
M , b s k dm l q k md l q k m l d s 0. Indeed, let n g M . Then,13 1 13 1 1 13 1 1 13 1 23 23
using Lemma 3.9, bn s k dm l n q k md l n q k m l dn s23 1 13 1 23 1 13 1 23 1 13 1 23
k m l dn s yk m l nd s 0. Now let n g M . Then, using the i s 1,1 13 1 23 1 13 1 23 12 12
j s 2 case shown above,
bn s k dm l n q k md l n q k m l dn q k m l nd12 1 13 1 12 1 13 1 12 1 13 1 12 1 13 1 12
d d d w xs k m l n e q k m l n e q k m l e n e q e n e1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 1 12 2 2 12 1
m d m mq k m l e n e q e n e q e n e q e n e1 13 1 1 12 2 1 12 2 1 12 2 2 12 1
d mqe n e q e n e2 12 1 2 12 1
s k dm l n e q k md l n e q k m l de q l e m n e .1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 1 1 1 12 2
q k m l de q l e m n e q k m l nd e q k m l n e m .1 13 1 2 1 2 12 1 1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2
s k dm l n e q k md l n e q k m l dn e q k m l nd e1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2
dd dw x w x w xs k m l , n e q k m l , n e q k m l , n e1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2
dd w x w xs k m , l , n e q k m , l , n e s 01 13 1 12 2 1 13 1 12 2
w w xx  .by Lemma 3.9, since m , l , n g M . Thus b M j M s 0 and by13 1 12 23 12 23
Remark 3.6, b s 0.
w xBy Remark 3.5, M s K , M , so it will suffice to show the lemma is13 1 13
w xtrue with k , m in place of m . Using Lemma 3.9 and the claim above1 13 13
dm mw x w x w xe k , m e q e k , m e q e k , m e1 1 13 3 1 1 13 3 1 1 13 3
dm mw x w x w xq e k , m e q e k , m e q e k , m e3 1 13 1 3 1 13 1 3 1 13 1
s e mk q e k d m e q e k md e q m e m y e m k de q k e m .  .  .1 1 1 1 13 3 1 1 13 3 13 3 1 13 1 3 1 3
q e mk q e k d m e y e mm q e md k e .  .3 1 3 1 13 1 3 13 3 13 1 1
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y e m k de q k e m .3 13 1 1 1 1
d d m ms k m 1 y e y e q k m 1 y e y e q m ye y e .  .  .1 13 1 2 1 13 1 2 13 1 2
m m d dy ye y e m q 1 y e y e m k y 1 y e y e m k .  . .1 2 13 1 2 13 1 1 2 13 1
s k dm y k dm e q k md e q k m e m q k md 41 13 1 13 1 1 13 1 1 13 1 1 13
y k md e q m e m q e mm k q e md k q e m k d 4  41 13 2 13 2 1 13 1 1 13 1 1 13 1
q e mm q e md k y md k y m k d 42 13 2 13 1 13 1 13 1
s k dm q k md y md k y m k d1 13 1 13 12 1 13 1
dw xs k , m .1 13
The proof in the case where i s 2, j s 3 is similar.
The next three lemmas show that r has derivation-like properties for
certain products in A .i j
LEMMA 3.14. For i, j, k distinct, and for all x g A and x g A ,i j i j jk jk
 . r r rx x s x x q x x .i j jk i j jk i j jk
Proof. Making use of Lemma 3.13, and writing m s x y x , m si j i j ji jk
x y xjk k j
r
x x .i j jk
dms e x x y x x e q e x x y x x e .  .i i j jk k j ji k i i j jk k j ji k
q e x x y x x e m .i i j jk k j ji k
dm mw x w x w xs e m , m e q e m , m e q e m , m ei i j jk k i i j jk k i i j jk k
s e mm x e q e md x e q e x md e q e x m e mi i j jk k i i j jk k i i j jk k i i j jk k
s e me m e x ei i i j j jk k
m d m dq e e m e q e m e q e m e q e m ei i i j j i i j j i i j j j i j i
d mqe m e q e m e e x ej i j i j i j i j jk k
m d mq e x e e m e q e m e q e m ei i j j j jk k j jk k j jk k
d d m mqe m e q e m e q e m e e q e x e m e ek jk j k jk j k jk j k i i j j jk k k
m m d m ms e e q e e m e x q e m e x q e m e x q x e m ei i i i i j j jk i i j j jk i i j j jk i j j jk k
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d m mq x e m e q x e m e e q e ei j j jk k i j j jk k k k k
s x r x q x x r .i j jk i j jk
LEMMA 3.15. For i / j, and for all x g A , k g K , and k g K ,i j i j i i j j
 . r d r  . r r dk x s k x q k x and x k s x k q x k .i i j i i j i i j i j j i j j i j j
Proof. We prove the first statement; the proof of the second is similar:
r
k x .i i j
dm ms e k x q x k e q e k x q x k e q e k x q x k e .  .  .i i i j ji i j i i i j ji i j i i i j ji i j
dm ms e k , x y x e q e k , x y x e q e k , x y x ei i i j ji j i i i j ji j i i i j ji j
s e mk q e k d x y x e y e x y x k de q k e m .  . .  .i i i i i j ji j i i j ji i j i j
d mq e k x y x e q e k x y x e .  .i i i j ji j i i i j ji j
dd m ms k e q k e x y x e q k e x y x e q k e x y x e .  .  . .i i i i i j ji j i i i j ji j i i i j ji j
s k d x q k x r .i i j i i j
We include here a remark which is a consequence of the preceding
lemma.
 . r m rRemark 3.16. For each x g A and any i, e x s e x q e xjk jk i jk i jk i jk
 . r r mand x e s x e q x e .jk i jk i jk i
LEMMA 3.17. For i / j, and for all x , z g A and y g A , b si j i j i j ji ji
r r r  . rx y z q x y z q x y z y x y z s 0.i j ji i j i j ji i j i j ji i j i j ji i j
Proof. For i, j, k distinct, let P s M j M . We will show that bP s 0,i k jk
implying, by Remark 3.6, b s 0. It is easily shown that b s be . We thenj
have bM s be M s 0. Let a y a g M . Then using Lemma 3.14i k j ik jk k j jk
b a y a s be a y a s ba .  .jk k j j jk k j jk
rr r rs x y z a q x y z a q x y z a y x y z a .i j ji i j jk i j ji i j jk i j ji i j jk i j ji i j jk
r rs x y z a y x y z a .  .i j ji i j jk i j ji i j jk
r rq x y z a y x y z a .  .i j ji i j jk i j ji i j jk
r rq x y z a y x y z a .i j ji i j jk i j ji i j jk
r ry x y z a y x y z a .i j ji i j jk i j ji i j jk
s 0.
So bM s 0 and bP s 0, completing the proof.jk
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To ease the notation in the next definition and subsequent lemmas we
will change notation and write x for elements of K while continuing toi i i
 .use x for elements of A for i / j . We define the additive map t byi j i j
x d for i s ji itx si j r x for i / ji j
and proceed to show that t determines a derivation on the subring of A
generated by the K and the A .i i j
LEMMA 3.18. For i / j, xt y ??? w q x yt ??? w q ??? qx yii i i i j i i i i i j i i i i1 1 2 n 1 1 2 n 1 1 2
t  .t??? w s x y ??? w .i j i i i i i jn 1 1 2 n
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n s 1 then the lemma is
equivalent to either Lemma 3.14 or Lemma 3.15. Let n G 2 and assume
that the lemma is true for all m - n. If i s i then by the inductive1
hypothesis and Lemma 3.15
xt y ??? w q x yt ??? w q ??? qx y ??? wti i i i i j i i i i i j i i i i i j2 n 2 n 2 n
t tts x y ??? w q x y ??? w s x y ??? w . .  .  .i i i i i j i i i i i j i i i i i j2 n 2 n 2 n
If i s k for i, j, k distinct, then by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma1
3.14
xt y ??? w q x yt ??? w q ??? qx y ??? wti k k i i j i k k i i j i k k i i j2 n 2 n 2 n
t tts x y ??? w q x y ??? w s x y ??? w . .  .  .i k k i i j i k k i i j i k k i i j2 n 2 n 2 n
Henceforth assume i s j. If i s j or k, then by the inductive hypothesis1 2
and either Lemma 3.14 or Lemma 3.15 we show i s j; the i s k case is2 2
.similar
xt y z ??? w q x yt z ??? w q ??? qx y z ??? wti j j j ji i j i j j j ji i j i j j j ji i j3 n 3 n 3 n
t t ts x y z ??? w q x y z ??? w q ??? q x y z ??? w .  .  .i j j j ji i j i j j j ji i j i j j j ji i j3 n 3 n 3 n
ts x y z ??? w . .i j j j ji i j3 n
If i s i and n s 2, then the conclusion of the lemma is given by Lemma2
3.17. Finally, if i s i and n ) 2, then by the inductive hypothesis and2
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Lemma 3.17
xt y z ??? w q x yt z ??? w q ??? qx y z ??? wti j ji i i i j i j ji i i i j i j ji i i i j3 n 3 n 3 n
tt ts x y z ??? w q x y z ??? w q x y z ??? w .  .  .i j ji i i i j i j ji i i i j i j ji i i i j3 n 3 n 3 n
ts x y z ??? w . .i j ji i i i j3 n
LEMMA 3.19. For fixed i, if  x y ??? w s 0 n may differ for eachii i i i i1 1 2 n
.  t tterm in the sum , then b s  x y ??? w q x y ??? w qi i i i i i i i i i i i1 1 2 n 1 1 2 n
t .??? qx y ??? w s 0.i i i i i i1 1 2 n
Proof. Let i, j, k be distinct and set P s M j M to show bP s 0,i j jk
implying, by Remark 3.6, b s 0. We claim that be s b. Indeed,i
be s be q x ??? z w e mi i i i i i i i i1 ny1 n n
t ts x ??? z w q ??? qx ??? z w i i i i i i i i i i i i1 ny1 n n 1 ny1 n n
t mqx ??? z w e q w e s b. .i i i i i i i i i i1 ny1 n n n
Hence bM s be M s 0. Let a y a g M . Then using Lemma 3.18jk i jk i j ji i j
b a y a s be a y a s ba .  .i j ji i i j ji i j
s ba q x y ??? w ati j i i i i i i i j1 1 2 n
s xt y ??? w a q ??? qx y ??? wt a i i i i i i i j i i i i i i i j1 1 2 n 1 1 2 n
qx y ??? w at .i i i i i i i j1 1 2 n
t
s x y ??? w a s 0. .i i i i i i i j1 1 2 n
So bM s 0, and bP s 0, completing the proof.i j
LEMMA 3.20. For j / k, xt y q x yt s 0.i j k l i j k l
Proof. If i s j and k s l this is Lemma 3.8. If i / j and k s l
x d y q x y di j k k i j k k
dm ms e x y x e y q e x y x e y q e x y x e y .  .  .i i j ji j k k i i j ji j k k i i j ji j k k
q x y di j k k
s e x e m y q x e y d s x e m y q e y d s 0. .i i j j k k i j j k k i j j k k j k k
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Similarly for i s j and k / l. Finally, if i / j and k / l, then
x r y q x y ri j k l i j k l
dm ms e x y x e y q e x y x e y q e x y x e y .  .  .i i j ji j k l i i j ji j k l i i j ji j k l
dm mq x e y y y e q x e y y y e q x e y y y e .  .  .i j k k l lk l i j k k l lk l i j k k l lk l
s x e m y q x e m y s x e me q e e m y s 0. .i j j k l i j k k l i j j k j k k l
This completes the proof.
 .Let W be the subring of A generated by the K and the A i / j . Wei i j
define a mapping n : W ª A by
n
t tx y ??? w s x y ??? w q ??? qx y ??? w . .  .i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j1 1 2 2 n n 1 1 2 2 n n 1 1 2 2 n n
Lemmas 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 guarantee that n is a well-defined derivation.
 :Since K is generated additively by the K and M , K : W. By defini-i i j
 :tion, n and d are equal on each K and M ; thus n is a derivation on Ki i j
extending d .
4. THE THEOREM IN LOWER DIMENSIONS
We assume that A is a closed prime ring with involution of the first
 .kind, characteristic / 2, 3, and A : C s 9 or 25. Using Wedderburn's
w x  .Theorem 5, Theorem 2.1.6 it is easy to show that either A ( M C or isn
a division ring n2-dimensional over C where n s 3 or 5. In the latter case,
by the comments at the beginning of Section 3.1, we may replace A with
 .A m F ( M F where F is a maximal subfield of A and n is as before.C n
 .  .Without loss of generality, then, we assume A ( M C where A : C sn
2  :n s 9 or 25. A is a simple ring so, by Remark 1.3, K s A. We will
prove the following theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let A ( M C or M C where C is a field with charac-3 5
teristic / 2, 3, and let A ha¨e an in¨olution of the first kind. Then any Lie
deri¨ ation of K into itself can be extended to an ordinary deri¨ ation of A.
w xIn his dissertation, Jacobs 8 proves the following theorem which we will
apply to A.
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a simple ring with in¨olution, of characteris-
 .tic / 2, ha¨ing two symmetric orthogonal idempotents e , e / 0, 1 with1 2
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 .e q e / 1, and in addition, R not isomorphic to M F with F a field, or1 2 4
 .M F with F a field of characteristic 3. Then if L is a Lie deri¨ ation of K into3
R, there exists an ordinary deri¨ ation D of R into R and an additi¨ e mapping T
ww x.of R into the center of R such that T R, R s 0 and L s D q T on K.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume d is a Lie derivation of K into K. By
Theorem 3.2, the matrix units E and E are idempotents in A satisfying11 22
the conditions of Theorem 4.2, so there must be a derivation D on A and
w x.a mapping T : A ª C such that d s D q T and T A, A s 0. By Re-
w x w x  .mark 1.13, K s K, K : A, A so T K s 0 and d s D on K.
In the remainder of this section we present counterexamples to Theo-
rem 1.1 in the other low dimensional cases.
 .Let R s M F where F is a field of characteristic / 2. Because R is2
 .  .simple, C s F and RC : C s R : F s 4. The transpose mapping defines
an involution of the first kind whose skew elements are of the form
0 b w x, b g F. Since K, K s 0, the identity map defines a Lie derivation /yb 0
 :of K. Suppose m is a derivation on K which is the identity on K. Since
3 3  3. m m 2 m 2 m 3A g K for A g K, then A s A s A A q AA A q A A s 3 A .
Since F is not of characteristic 2, this is a contradiction. Thus, the identity
mapping is a Lie derivation of K which cannot be extended to an ordinary
 :derivation of K .
w xThe following example comes from 8 and is attributed to Martindale.
 .Let R s M F where F is a field having a nonzero derivation d : F ª F,4
and involution given by the transpose operation. If we write e s E y Ei j i j ji
 < 4for i / j, then the skew elements are K s  a e a g F . Definei/ j i j i j i j
 .d d  .  .d : K ª K by a e s a e where ijkl is a rearrangement of 1234i j k l
d  .d ddetermined by an even permutation and note that e s 1e s 1 e s 0.i j i j k l
w x  .We show d is a Lie derivation of K. a e , be s abe and either ijkli j jk ik
 .  .or ijlk is even i.e., determined by an even permutation . Assuming the
 .  .  .first is even the proof is similar in the second case , then iklj and jkil
 .d  d d. w .d xare even also. So abe s a b q ab e and a e , be qi k l j i j jk
w  . d x d w x d w x  d d .a e , b e s a b e , e q a b e , e s a b q a b e .i j jk k l jk i j i l l j
w x w .d x w  .d x d w xa e , be s 0 and a e , be q a e , be s a b e , e qi j i j i j i j i j i j k l i j
dw x  .  . w xab e , e s 0 where ijkl is even. Finally, for ijkl even, a e , be si j k l i j k l
w .d x w  .d x d w x dw x0 and a e , be q a e , be s a b e , e q ab e , e s 0.i j k l i j k l k l k l i j i j
Since e s ye and d is additive, this suffices to show that d is Liei j ji
 : .derivation on K. Now suppose m is a derivation of R K s R here such
that m s d on K. Let a g F such that a d / 0. Then a e e s 0, but12 34
 . m  .d d d d .a e e s a e e q a e e s a e e s ya E q E / 0.12 34 12 34 12 34 34 34 33 44
Hence there is no such derivation m.
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